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Powerful UAV manipulation via bioinspired 
self- adaptive soft self- contained gripper
Xinyu Guo1,2, Wei Tang1,2,3*, Kecheng Qin1,2, Yiding Zhong1,2, Huxiu Xu1,2, Yang Qu1,2,  
Zhaoyang Li1,2, Qincheng Sheng1,2, Yidan Gao1,2, Huayong Yang1,2, Jun Zou1,2*

Existing grippers for unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) manipulation have persistent challenges, highlighting a need 
for grippers that are soft, self- adaptive, self- contained, easy to control, and lightweight. Inspired by tendril plants, 
we propose a class of soft grippers that are voltage driven and based on winding deformation for self- adaptive 
grasping. We design two types of U- shaped soft eccentric circular tube actuators (UCTAs) and propose using the 
liquid- gas phase- transition mechanism to actuate UCTAs. Two types of UCTAs are separately cross- arranged to 
construct two types of soft grippers, forming self- contained systems that can be directly driven by voltage. One 
gripper inspired by tendril climbers can be used for delicate grasping, and the other gripper inspired by hook 
climbers can be used for strong grasping. These grippers are ideal for deployment in UAVs because of their self- 
adaptability, ease of control, and light weight, paving the way for UAVs to achieve powerful manipulation with low 
positioning accuracy, no complex grasping planning, self- adaptability, and multiple environments.

INTRODUCTION
In the fields of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), aerial transporta-
tion and manipulation (1–6) have drawn more attention because 
they notably extend the capabilities of UAVs (7), where UAV grasp-
ing plays a crucial role (8, 9). Numerous studies on UAV grasping 
(10–14) have been reported to date, including rigid grippers de-
signed to mimic avian claws (15–20), achieving grasping by estab-
lishing precise dynamic models of the entire system (19, 21) or 
installing a series of sensors on the gripper (20). However, these ap-
proaches require complex controllers and heavy rigid grippers. 
Some designs use clever mechanical structures to ensure reliable 
object grasping while reducing the weight of the overall systems. 
Nevertheless, they are limited in terms of the shapes and sizes of 
objects they can grasp and also lessen the likelihood that the UAV 
will successfully grasp an object (22, 23). In brief, rigid grippers de-
pend on accurate models, sensors’ feedback, and high- precision 
control of UAVs, making UAV grasping challenging. Even worse, 
most rigid grippers are heavy, have a single grasping mode, are lim-
ited in the shape and size of the object to be grasped, and lack self- 
adaptation.

In recent years, with the rise of soft robotics and soft materials 
(24–28), numerous soft grippers have been reported (29), with some 
specifically applied to UAV grasping (30–37). These grippers are pri-
marily based on pneumatic bending actuators, providing light-
weight solutions for UAV grasping. Because of the inherent softness 
of these grippers, they offer advantages in grasping delicate objects 
such as glass, live animals, and cardboard. In addition, the softness 
reduces the complexity of gripper control. However, the shapes of 
these grippers remain resemble rigid grippers, lacking the ability to 
achieve shape- adaptive grasping. Potted plants, for example, are dif-
ficult to grasp. To enhance adaptability of grasping, a form of en-
tangled grasping has been proposed for designing soft grippers with 
straight elongated circular tube actuators (38–42), which provides 

an interesting grasping form and has strong shape- adaptive ability. 
However, this type of grasping tends to be random, with less success 
in grasping regular objects like spheres (39). Moreover, these grip-
pers are only capable of grasping lightweight objects and are prone 
to damage (38). These shortcomings prevent their potential applica-
tions in UAVs. In addition, bulky setups with 16 pneumatic pumps 
are required to generate high pressure (>100 kPa) for gripper actua-
tion (39) because each actuator in the gripper requires its own air 
supply, further hindering their potential application in UAVs be-
cause of UAVs’ limited load capacity.

Smooth tendrils are usually used as inspiration for these soft 
grippers with entangled grasping forms (38–42). In nature, tendril 
plants need external support to grow vertically and to get more sun-
light (43). Most tendril plants have smooth surfaces (i.e., tendril 
without surface structures) and, as they grow, can quickly come into 
contact with nearby stems and branches, relying on winding defor-
mation. They eventually have a strong grasp on these stems and 
branches. In Darwin’s famous paper on the habits of climbing plants, 
these types of tendrils were described as excellent grapnels, tightly 
clutching branches like birds perching on them (44). The aforemen-
tioned entangled grasping forms of grippers (38–42) draw inspira-
tion from these tendrils. However, these tendrils quite fail to attach 
themselves to a brick wall because of their smooth surface, which 
cannot support their weight on the wall. We refer to these tendrils 
(tendril without surface structures) as tendril climbers. In addition 
to these smooth tendrils, there is another kind of climbing plant 
with hook- like structures on its surface (i.e., tendril with surface 
structures). These tendrils’ hooks can interlock with objects for sup-
port, enabling them to climb and support their weight (45, 46). 
Though they also exhibit some winding shapes, the growth of these 
tendrils is solely dependent on hooks. Consequently, these tendrils 
can climb up the walls of tall buildings and are excellent climbers 
(44). We refer to this type of tendril (tendril with surface structures) 
as hook climbers. Tendril climber has stronger adaptability, while 
hook climber has stronger grasping ability due to their different 
surfaces.

Inspired by tendril plants, we propose a class of self- adaptive soft 
self- contained grippers that enable UAV to grasp various objects 
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with different sizes and shapes (movie S1) in multiple environments. 
We design two types of elongated soft eccentric circular tube actua-
tors: one with a smooth surface (i.e., without surface structures), 
similar to tendril climbers; the other with surface structures, similar 
to hook climbers. On this basis, we fabricate two types of U- shaped 
soft eccentric circular tube actuators (UCTAs) by fixing the ends of 
the elongated soft eccentric circular tube actuators, respectively. We 
add an appropriate amount of low–boiling point liquid and soft re-
sistance wires into the UCTAs. When voltages are applied to the soft 
resistance wires, the low–boiling point liquid undergoes a phase 
transition from liquid to gas. The liquid- gas phase transition mecha-
nism (47, 48) can generate high pressure (>200 kPa), which can 
make UCTAs to generate winding deformations. Hence, by elimi-
nating the requirement for multiple bulky pumps, the mechanism 
opens the door to the application of UCTAs in UAV manipulation/
grasping. Two types of multiple UCTAs are separately cross- arranged 
to construct two types of soft grippers, forming self- contained sys-
tems that can be directly driven by voltage. Similar to tendrils wrap-
ping around branches, both types of grippers can electrically curl to 
adapt to the shape of the object, achieving entangled grasping. The 
gripper without surface structures has a large curve after deforma-
tion, allowing for better adaptability to the object’s shape, similar to 
tendril climbers. This makes it ideal for delicate grasping jobs like 
picking up flowers. Unlike the gripper without surface structures, 
the curvature of the gripper with surface structures reduces during 
deformation, resulting in a decrease in adaptability, but an increase 
in load capacity of the gripper due to that the protruding surface 
structures can interlock with the object, similar to hook climbers. 
This kind of gripper is suitable for strong grasping tasks, such as 
picking up heavy stones. Because of the grippers’ self- adaptability, 
UAV manipulation/grasping can be achieved by the grippers with-
out precise positioning or complex grasping planning, reducing the 
positioning precision required during UAV object grasping and ex-
tending the UAV’s capability to grasp objects with various sizes and 
shapes. The actuators’ U- shaped bending allows the UAV to grasp 
objects directly using simple ways such as hanging or hooking. In 
addition, the soft grippers can adjust the grasping position by mak-
ing direct contact with objects. All these features of the soft grippers 
play a significant role in UAV manipulation due to the fact that UAV 
itself is difficult to control. Successful UAV grasping of various ob-
jects on the ground (movie S1), as well as in challenging scenarios 
such as tree branches (movie S2) and lakes (movie S3), and UAVs 
collaborative lifting objects (movie S4) demonstrate that the bioin-
spired self- adaptive soft self- contained grippers pave the way for UAV 
to achieve powerful manipulation with low positioning accuracy, 
no complex grasping planning, self- adaptability, and multiple envi-
ronments.

RESULTS
Bioinspired design of self- adaptive soft 
self- contained grippers
In nature, tendril plants can grow vertically by attaching to the 
surrounding supports. Among these tendril plants, tendril climbers 
rely on winding deformation for vertical climbing and can generate 
large bending curvatures to firmly grasp even the slender stems of 
surrounding plants (Fig. 1A). Different from tendril climbers, hook 
climbers only rely on their surface hooks for vertical climbing (Fig. 1B), 
and the bending curvature generated from hook climbers is small. 

Inspired by these tendril plants, we propose a class of self- adaptive 
soft self- contained grippers that enable UAV to grasp various ob-
jects with different sizes and shapes in multiple environments. 
Drawing inspiration from tendril climbers, we design a UAV grip-
per without surface structures. This gripper is actuated by voltage 
and generates a large bending curvature as it deforms to achieve ex-
cellent grasping adaptability, making it more suitable for enveloping 
delicate objects such as a bouquet of flowers (Fig. 1A). Inspired by 
hook climbers, we design another UAV gripper with surface struc-
tures. Compared to grippers without surface structures, the grip-
per’s adaptability is decreased, but load capacity is increased because 
the surface structures reduce the deformation curvature but can in-
terlock with the objects after voltage actuation. Therefore, this grip-
per has a strong grasping and can pick up heavy objects like stones 
(Fig. 1B).

The entire system consists of a quadcopter platform and a soft 
gripper (Fig. 1C and fig. S1). Two types of grippers are constructed 
by arranging two types of multiple UCTAs in a cross pattern, where 
each UCTA has a varying wall thickness with a hollow interior. The 
manufacturing process of UCTAs and grippers made in silicone is 
detailed in Materials and Methods, “Materials and fabrication of our 
gripper” section and figs. S2 to S5. We fill the UCTAs with an ap-
propriate amount of low–boiling point liquid (Novec 7000) and soft 
resistance wires, forming a voltage- driven self- contained system, 
thus eliminating the need for a set of bulky pneumatic pumps. When 
applying voltage to the resistance wires inside the UCTAs, the low–
boiling point liquid in the UCTAs undergoes a phase transition 
from liquid to gas, which is known as a liquid- gas phase transition 
driving mechanism (47, 48). This increases the pressure inside the 
UCTAs and results in a winding deformation similar to tendril 
plants (Fig. 1D). The surface structures on the UCTA can expand 
and retract freely, and they protrude as the pressure increases and 
retract as the pressure decreases (Fig. 1E), which guarantees for the 
release of objects by disengaging the interlocking between the grip-
per and the objects. The control circuit of the gripper is shown in 
Fig.  1C. The flight controller (Pixhawk 2.4.8) sends a signal to 
change the MOSFET’s on- off state, which causes the power to be 
supplied to the ultra battery elimination circuit (UBEC). The UBEC 
stabilizes the voltage at 5.2 V and applies it to the resistance wires so 
as to control the gripper (figs. S6 and S7).

It is challenging to actuate the gripper through a single pneu-
matic source, because each UCTA has a different pressure range for 
generating deformation due to inevitable small differences in wall 
thickness among the UCTAs composing the gripper. Hence, multi-
ple pumps are necessary to independently actuate each UCTA and 
generate a complete deformation of the gripper, leading to a bulky 
gripper actuation system (39) and hindering its deployment on UAV 
because of UAV’s limited payload capacity. We propose that apply-
ing the liquid- gas phase transition driving mechanism to each 
UCTA creates a self- contained gripper system, where the liquid- gas 
phase transition is directly controlled by applying voltage to the re-
sistance heating wires, thereby eliminating the need for multiple 
bulky pumps. The specifications of each resistance wire can be well 
matched to the deformation of each UCTA, making it suitable for 
gripper actuation. Compact structure, lightweight, and easy control 
make the self- contained gripper well suited for UAV manipulation/
grasping. In addition, in comparison to straight elongated circular 
tube actuators (39), our U- shaped configuration addresses the ran-
domness of grasping and the difficulty in grasping regular- shaped 
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objects that are placed on the ground (see Materials and Methods, 
“Comparison with straight elongated circular tube actuators” sec-
tion). At the same time, the U- shaped gripper extends the grasping 
modes of the UAV, enabling it to directly grasp objects through sim-
ple methods such as hooking and hanging. Compared with existing 
grippers deployed on UAVs (15, 30, 32, 33) (Fig. 1F), our soft self- 
contained gripper exhibits notable advantages in terms of load, 
weight, size, response time, adaptability, and positional error (see 
Materials and Methods, “Methods of quantitative comparison” sec-
tion and table S1).

Theoretical analysis and simulation of UCTA without 
surface structures
To quantitatively predict the expansion performance of UCTA dur-
ing the heating process (voltage on), we conduct theoretical analysis 
(see Materials and Methods, “Experiments” section). As shown in 
Fig. 2A, when the temperature of the low–boiling point liquid inside 
the UCTA increases by ΔT from the initial temperature T0, the 
phase transition of the low–boiling point liquid inside the actuator 
causes a pressure change ΔP (48), where Pv (T) is the saturation 
vapor pressure of the low–boiling point liquid at temperature T

Fig. 1. Bioinspired design of self- adaptive soft self- contained grippers. (A) A tendril climber–inspired UAv gripper without surface structures. (i) Photos of tendril 
climbers. (ii) tendril climbers rely on winding deformation for climbing and exhibit strong adaptability. (iii) Similar to tendril climbers, the UAv gripper without surface 
structures we designed relies on winding deformation to grasp objects and exhibits strong adaptability for delicate grasping, such as picking up a bouquet of flowers. 
(B) A hook climber–inspired UAv gripper with surface structures. (i) Photos of hook climbers. (ii) hook climbers rely on their hooks to climb upwards. (iii) Similar to hook 
climbers, the UAv gripper with surface structures we designed has hard bulges on the surface that can be embedded in the crevices of the objects and exhibits strong 
load capacity to grasp heavy objects such as stones. (C) diagram of the mechanical structure and electrical signal transmission for the UAv and gripper. (D) Schematic 
diagram of working principle of the UctA deformation actuated by liquid- gas phase transitions. (E) the principle of retractable surface structures. (F) the notable advan-
tages of our gripper compared with other existing grippers deployed on UAvs (15, 30, 32, 33) from six aspects. nG means that it is not given.
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Fig. 2. Theoretical analysis and simulation of UCTA without surface structures. (A) the cross section of the UctA without surface structures during contraction and 
expansion. (B) the saturated vapor pressure property of low–boiling point liquid (novec 7000). (C) By injecting a quantified volume of low–boiling point liquid into the 
UctA and heating it, we measure the volume expansion ratio of UctAs with different hardness materials and the corresponding pressure inside the UctAs. error bars in-
dicate the Sd of 10 repeated measurements. (D) Finite element simulation and experimental results of UctAs’ deformation using materials with hardness of 5A and 
30A. the unit tangent d3 lies along the helix; the unit normal d2 is horizontal; and the unit binormal d1 remains perpendicular to d3 and d2. the plane containing d1 and 
d2 cuts a cross section through the UctA. (E) Showing the variation in internal pressure of UctAs made of silicone materials with varying hardness over time at a heating 
temperature of 55°c. (F) the bending curvature κ of UctAs with different hardness materials under different internal pressures. (G) illustrating the change in contraction 
over time for UctA with different hardness materials. Scale bar, 2 cm.
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The low–boiling point liquid used here is Novec 7000, and its 
saturation vapor pressure is (49)

the temperature range for T is −30°C < T < Tc, where Tc is the crit-
ical temperature of 165°C. The calculated result of the saturated va-
por pressure Pv for the selected low–boiling point liquid is shown in 
Fig. 2B. It is evident that the selected low–boiling point liquid has a 
maximum saturated vapor pressure of 2.89 MPa. The low–boiling 
point liquid volume Vl in UCTA affects the deformation and the 
grasping force of the gripper. Insufficiently loading the UCTA with 
low–boiling point liquid will not fully deform the gripper, resulting 
in insufficient grasping force. Excessively loading the UCTA with 
low–boiling point liquid can cause it to burst. Therefore, the ideal 
low–boiling point liquid volume Vl should maximize the grasping 
force without damaging the gripper. To determine the ideal volume 
Vl of the low–boiling point liquid loaded into the UCTA, we built 
the volume expansion model (see Materials and Methods, “Volume 
expansion model” section)

where V and V0 are the expanded volume and initial volume of the 
UCTA, respectively; ρ and M are the liquid density and molar mass of 
Novec 7000, respectively; L is the length of the UCTA; R and T are 
constants; and φ = d2/D2 is the hollow ratio of the UCTA, where d 
and D are the inner and outer diameters of the UCTA, respectively 
(50). We determined the maximum expansion rate V/V0 and its cor-
responding internal pressure P by inflating the UCTA and then 
calculated the corresponding low–boiling point liquid volume Vl 
(table  S2). On the basis of the volume expansion model, we can 
quantitatively predict the volume change during the deformation of 
the UCTA. In addition, it can be observed that the UCTA with a 
silicone hardness of 5A achieves a volume expansion ratio of up to 
400%, indicating sufficient expansion capability to envelop objects. 
The volume expansion ratio, pressure change, and deformation of 
the UCTAs made of silicone material with different hardness are 
shown in Fig. 2 (C to E).

We conduct the following analysis to explain the deformation 
performance of UCTA and guide the design of UCTA. The eccentric 
circular tube actuator will bend alone its whole length with a uni-
form curvature of κ if it is merely subjected to internal air pressure. 
The relationship between the curvature κ and internal air pressure P 
is as follows (38)

where G is the shear modulus of silicone rubber, hf is the thin film 
thickness of the UCTA, and α is a constant. It can be observed that 
once the outer diameter D and material of the UCTA are deter-
mined, the curvature κ depends on the wall thickness hf and the in-
ternal pressure P. At the same internal pressure P, UCTAs with thin 
wall thickness hf can generate significant bending curvature κ 
(fig. S8A) and curling force F (fig. S8B). However, if the wall thick-
ness wall hf is too small (<0.6 mm), the deformed surface of the 

UCTA will develop significant wrinkles that cannot fully recover. 
We selected hf = 0.85 mm for the gripper construction. The curves 
in Fig. 2F show the relationship between deformation curvature and 
internal air pressure for silicone materials with different hardness. 
Taking gravity into account, the UCTA will extend in the direction 
of gravity in addition to bending with a uniform curvature κ, form-
ing a three- dimensional helical structure (Fig.  2D). The formed 
space curve is defined in terms of the position of its centerline r and 
an orthonormal director basis d1, d2, d3. The curvature κ12, which 
can be decomposed into κ1 and κ2, lies alone the direction of the 
unit normal d2 to the curve and is the rate of change of the unit 
tangent d3 as we move along the curve. The twist κ3 is a measure of 
the rate at which the curve is twisting out of the local plane with 
a binormal d1 (51). We define κi =

1

2
[(ei × ej) ⋅ ek](dj

�
⋅ dk) , with 

primes denoting derivation with respect to s (52). Here, we model 
the UCTA as a naturally curved rod with an intrinsic curvature that 
varies upon inflation (38). The energy ε of the rod is then written 
as an integral of the strain energy and gravitational potential 
energy (52)

where L0 is the dimensionless length of the curve; C is the ratio 
between the twisting and bending moduli; w0 is the dimension-
less weight; and β is the angle between the tangent d3 and the 
vertical ez (see Materials and Methods, “Naturally curved rod 
model” section). It can be found that the control parameters of 
the curved rod are its dimensionless length L0 and weight w0. We 
determined the wall thickness hf of the UCTA, i.e., the value of the 
dimensionless mass w0 was determined. The appropriate length 
of the UCTA is then selected on the basis of the phase diagram of 
the rod configuration (52), ensuring that the UCTA deforms to a 
nonplanar global helical configuration, as opposed to a planar or 
nonplanar localized helical configuration. The deformation pro-
cesses of UCTAs with different hardness are displayed in fig. S9. 
Representing the degree of deformation by the stretch ratio ℓ/L, 
the UCTA with a material hardness of 5A can contract to 60% of 
its initial length, indicating a large contraction range (Fig. 2G). 
Furthermore, when the material hardness reaches 30A, the actu-
ating pressure of the UCTA (>100 kPa) exceeds the maximum pos-
itive pressure that a miniature rigid pump can provide (~80 kPa), 
while it can be easily achieved using liquid- vapor phase transi-
tions (>200 kPa).

In conclusion, we find that the UCTA with a silicone hardness of 
5A requires the least amount of time to completely deform, result-
ing in a large curvature (30 m−1), high contraction ratio (40%), and 
large volume expansion ratio (400%). Therefore, using silicone ma-
terial with a hardness of 5A is the most suitable for constructing the 
gripper. However, a 30A silicone gripper is required in scenarios 
needing very high output force. To guide the design of UCTA, we 
use an equivalent method to analyze the deformation during pres-
surization through finite element simulation (see Materials and 
Methods, “Simulation of deformation” section). In addition, we in-
troduce random perturbations in the finite element analysis to 
simulate potential defects within the UCTA. The model’s accuracy 
is validated by the anticipated results, which agrees well with ex-
perimental data (Fig. 2D).

ΔP = Pv(T0 + ΔT) − Pv(T0) (1)

Pv(T) = exp
(

−
3548.6

T + 273.15
+ 22.978
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4
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Principle of UCTA with surface structures
In nature, hook climbers have surface hooks that can interlock with 
nearby supports, enabling them to overcome their own weight and 
rise. Inspired by hook climbers, we design UCTA with surface struc-
tures (Fig. 3, A and B). When the internal pressure of the UCTA 
increases, hook- like bulges on its surface made of a harder 30A sili-
cone protrude outward, enhancing the gripper’s capacity to grasp 
heavy objects by embedding into the surface crevices of the objects 
and creating an interlocking similar to hook- climbers. As the inter-
nal pressure decreases, these surface bulges retract to guarantee the 

object’s release. Finite element method is applied to analyze the dis-
placement and cross- sectional stress of UCTA with surface struc-
tures (Fig. 3A).

We demonstrated the effectiveness of the surface structures in 
enhancing the load capacity of UCTA through a set of control ex-
periments, as shown in Fig. 3 (C to E). Two types of UCTAs wrapped 
around a transparent plastic cup with grooves on the surface, and 
weights were continuously added to the cup until the entire system 
becomes unstable. Through 10 repeated experiments, there is a ~29% 
increase in load capacity for a single UCTA with surface structures 

Fig. 3. Principle of UCTA with surface structures. (A) Using the finite element method to analyze the displacement and cross- sectional stress of UctA with surface 
structures. (B) Before and after voltage- driven deformation of UctA with surface structures. (C) comparison of load capacity data of UctA with or without surface struc-
tures. “SS” means surface structures. error bars indicate the Sd of 10 repeated measurements. (D) load capacity of UctA without surface structures. (E) load capacity of 
UctA with surface structures. the enlarged image shows the protruding bulges embedded in the groove of the plastic cup.
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compared to one without, as it can grasp a maximum weight of 
~450 g compared to ~350 g for the UCTA without surface structures 
(movie S5). The load capacity of the gripper constructed from mul-
tiple UCTAs is stronger than a single UCTA. However, the presence 
of surface structures reduces the curvature when the UCTA de-
forms, because the thickness difference on the upper and lower sides 
of the UCTA decreases, leading to a reduction in stretching differ-
ences. Consequently, grasping adaptability is decreased in the UCTA 
with surface structures (see Materials and Methods, “Surface struc-
ture” section and fig. S10). Nevertheless, the adaptability of grippers 
constructed from multiple UCTAs with or without surface struc-
tures still remains powerful. Gripper without surface structures is 
excellent for delicate grasping, and gripper with surface structures is 
suitable for situations requiring a high load capacity. The grippers’ 
self- adaptive capacity enables UAV grasp objects without precise 
positioning or complex grasping planning, which is undoubtedly of 
great significance for UAV manipulation.

Actuation process of soft self- contained gripper
To obtain the temperature changes during entire deformation pro-
cess of UCTA, we used an infrared camera to record both the 
voltage- on heating deformation process and voltage- off cooling de-
formation process of UCTA (Fig. 4, A and B). The fluctuation curve 
shown in Fig. 4A reflects the degree of UCTA’s deformation over 
time, where the slope of the curve represents the deformation rate 
of the UCTA. The deformation rate of the UCTA decreased when 
the low–boiling point liquid was heated to point “a” on the curve by 
the resistance wires because, as the low–boiling point liquid evapo-
rated and the UCTA expanded, the liquid level of the remaining 
low–boiling point liquid dropped below the resistance wires, end-
ing the phase transition. When we touched the bottom of the 
UCTA at point “b,” the low–boiling point liquid recontacted the 
resistance wires and rapidly underwent a phase transition, acceler-
ating the deformation rate and resulting in the complete deforma-
tion of the UCTA to stage iii (movie S6). The intervention of UAV 
would speed up the UCTA’s deformation rate because the low–
boiling point liquid’s phase transition would occur more quickly 
because of the UAV’s shaking and coming into contact with the 
objects or environment, like the ground (movie S7). This means 
that the combination of UAV and our soft self- contained gripper is 
complementary: The UAV’s shaking promotes the actuating speed 
of the soft self- contained gripper, and the soft self- contained grip-
per enhances the grasping capabilities of the UAV.

The voltage- driven process of UAV aerial grasping takes 38 s to 
achieve full expansion (Fig. 4C, fig. S11, and movies S7 and S8). In 
addition, we submerged the liquid- gas phase- transition–driven 
self- contained gripper for testing, and the results showed that the 
gripper could accomplish expansion and deformation underwater 
(Fig. 4D). Furthermore, unlike the “ab region of the curve shown in 
Fig. 4A, there was no decrease in deformation rate when the grip-
per deformed underwater, and the time to reach full expansion 
is slightly reduced (~35 s). The reason for the phenomenon is that 
the effect of buoyancy is gradually greater than that of gravity as the 
volume of the UCTA grows, causing the gripper to rise and the 
low–boiling point liquid inside the UCTA to come into contact 
with the whole length of the resistance wire, thus speeding up the 
UCTA’s deformation (movie S9). The complete deformation time in 
both the air and underwater takes more than 30 s, as the resistance 
wires take some time to make a large amount of low–boiling point 

liquid phase transition. Thus, in practice, the resistance wires first 
heat for a period of time to induce a phase transition in part of the 
low–boiling point liquid, resulting in an internal prepressure that 
would not tighten the gripper but speeds up the grasping time as 
short as 3  s (movie S10 and fig. S12). Inevitably, preheat method 
will introduce some drawbacks. When this method is used, the 
pressure inside the UCTA increases, the stiffness of the UCTA in-
creases, the adaptability of the gripper weakens, and a partial defor-
mation of the gripper occurs, which would bring some limitations 
on the shape of the grasping objects.

Powerful UAV grasping
To demonstrate the powerful grasping capability of the proposed 
UAV gripper, we use the UAV to grasp a variety of shapes and sizes 
of objects indoors. The grasping process can be divided into three 
steps: The UAV moves toward the target object, allowing the gripper 
to make contact with the object and adjust the grasping position; the 
resistance wire then heats the low–boiling point liquid, causing the 
gripper to expand and grasp the target object; last, the UAV ascends 
to complete the grasping task. Our soft gripper can continuously 
make contact with the object to adjust the grasping position during 
the whole grasping process, which is challenging for rigid grippers 
because they may move or damage objects while in touch with them 
and also disturb the flight of the UAV. In addition, similar to tendrils 
wrapping to adapt to supports, UCTA exhibits adaptability to wind-
ing around the shape of each part of the target object during expan-
sion and grasping. By increasing the contact region with the target 
object, the winding- grasping form lessens the force at contact re-
gion and reduces the possibility of object damage. On the contrary, 
rigid grippers need to apply enough force at limited contact points 
because of the rigid grippers’ grasping form, increasing the risk 
of damaging the object. Furthermore, the cross- arrangement of 
UCTAs expands the gripper’s coverage area, effectively reducing the 
required precision for UAV grasping. We demonstrated the power-
ful manipulation/grasping capability of the UAV through the suc-
cessful grasping of various objects (Fig. 5 and movie S1), including a 
regular sphere (Fig. 5A), a dustpan (Fig. 5B), a bottle (Fig. 5C), a 
goblet (Fig. 5D), an ornament (Fig. 5E), a branch (Fig. 5F), a clamp 
(Fig. 5G), and a detergent bottle (Fig. 5H).

Our gripper has the ability to grasp objects in the second mode. 
UAV can directly grasp objects by easily hooking or hanging be-
cause of the actuator’s U shape, which is useful for difficult UAV 
aerial grasping and cannot achieve by the aforementioned straight 
elongated circular tube actuators (38–42). In addition, the gripper’s 
load capacity is further increased by the hook and hang modes 
(Fig. 5, G and H), and the gripper is able to lift an object with a mass 
of 500 g (Fig. 5H), which is about the maximum load of the UAV 
used in the experiment.

Applications
To demonstrate the practical capabilities of our gripper, we conduct 
outdoor UAV manipulation experiments without precise position-
ing or complex grasping planning. We used a UAV to retrieve a set 
of keys that were suspended from a tree limb (Fig. 6A), demonstrat-
ing the gripper’s adaptability and the advantage of dual- mode grasp-
ing. The UAV flied toward the keys and was able to take down the 
keys from the tree limb, firstly by the hanging grasp mode, thanks to 
the self- adaptive gripper that could pass through the tree limbs. 
Subsequently, the gripper expanded and deformed to firmly grasp 
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the keys and completed the grasping task when a voltage was ap-
plied to the resistance wires (movie S2). It is challenging for other 
rigid or soft grippers to pass through the tree limbs and remove such 
small objects because these grippers may inadvertently grasp fixed 
tree limbs during the grasping process, resulting in grasp failure.

Garbage cleanup in water is a serious issue that calls for great 
concern, as it damages the living conditions of marine organisms 
(53). In freshwater ecosystems such as lakes and ponds, manual col-
lection is the main method for garbage cleanup, which is labor 
intensive (54). The UAV’s aerial mobility enables rapid movement 

through water surfaces or across water, providing a strategic advan-
tage in the application of UAV for garbage cleanup in water. We use 
a UAV to salvage a branch suspended in the lake, demonstrating the 
feasibility of deploying UAV with the proposed gripper for water 
garbage cleanup (Fig. 6B). The UAV flied to a specific lake area and 
immersed the gripper in the lake. Accompanied by the underwater 
salvage action of the UAV, the U- shaped elongated gripper could 
hook up the branch. Subsequently, the self- contained system stably 
provided gas underwater, causing the gripper to expand and tighten 
its grasp on the object, and the UAV lastly ascended and returned to 

Fig. 4. Actuation process of soft self- contained gripper. (A) deformation- time curve of the UctA. the gray background color indicates that the maximum temperature 
inside the gripper is greater than 40°c, and the blue background color indicates that the maximum temperature inside the gripper is lower than 40°c. (B) Single UctA’s 
deformation process and temperature record. iR, infrared. (C) Gripper’s deformation process and temperature record. (D) deformation process of the gripper underwater.
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the shore (movie S3). In this demonstration, it is challenging for 
UAVs to grasp a tree branch suspended in water because the branch 
is free moving. Nevertheless, the proposed gripper still has advan-
tages over other grippers because the cross- arranged U- shaped ac-
tuators can hook the object to limit its further movement before 
expanding to hold it. Rigid grippers and soft grippers shaped like 
rigid grippers have difficulties in grasping objects suspended in wa-
ter by using simple opening and closing motions, which is further 
hindered by the visual obstruction of the water and the interference 
of the propeller airflow. The outdoor grasping applications demon-
strate our soft grippers’ unique advantages in a range of challenging 
environments, opening the door for low positioning accuracy, no 
complex grasping planning, and adaptive, multienvironment grasp-
ing by UAVs.

It is so impossible to carry or transport larger and heavier objects 
using a single UAV that handling them requires the collaboration of 
multiple UAVs. We conducted an experiment involving two UAVs 
cooperating to transport objects, showing advantages of our soft 
gripper in UAVs cooperative transportation (Fig. 6C). Unlike rigid 
grippers that apply rigid constraints during object grasping, the pro-
posed soft and adaptable gripper not only absorbs vibrations trans-
mitted by UAVs but also permits the object to rotate or move within 
the gripper. Because of their ability to fly in relation to one another 
when handling object cooperatively, one UAV can hover without 
changing its position, while the other UAV can move freely in any 
direction in space (movie S4), which can reduce the control com-
plexity in UAV cooperative transportation, providing an idea for 
future multi- UAV cooperative operations.

Fig. 5. Experiments of UAV grasping various objects indoors. (A) Pictures of the UAv grasping a tennis ball. (B) Pictures of the UAv grasping a dustpan. (C) Pictures of 
the UAv grasping a bottle. (D) Pictures of the UAv grasping a goblet. (E) Pictures of the UAv grasping an ornament. (F) Pictures of the UAv grasping a branch. (G) Pictures 
of the UAv grasping a clamp. (H) Pictures of the UAv grasping a detergent bottle. the object in the background color of the photo is orange, which means that the gripper 
can grasp such objects directly by hook and hang without phase transition process. All the scale bars in the pictures, 2 cm.
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DISCUSSION
In this work, we designed a class of self- adaptive soft self- contained 
UAV grippers inspired by tendril plants. The grippers are voltage driven 
and grasp based on winding deformation, allowing UAV to grasp vari-
ous objects with different sizes and shapes in multiple environments. 
One of the grippers without surface structures is excellent for delicate 
grasping, resembling tendril climbers that can generate a large bending 
curvature. The other gripper with retractable surface structures has 
high load capacity for strong grasping, similar to hook climbers that 
can interlock with the objects. These grippers are soft, self- adaptive, 
self- contained, easy to control, and lightweight, making them ideal for 
UAV manipulation/grasping. UAV successfully grasps various objects 
on the ground and in challenging environments such as a lake and a 
tree limb without precise positioning or complex grasping planning, 
demonstrating powerful UAV aerial grasping capabilities and paving 
the way for UAV grasping with low positioning accuracy, no complex 
grasping planning, self- adaptivity, and multiple environments.

Compared to existing rigid grippers for UAVs (15–20), our soft 
self- contained gripper is lightweight and eliminates the need for grip-
per sensors, accurate models, or high- precision control, offering two 

grasping modes and safe grasping adaptivity. In comparison to exist-
ing soft grippers that are shaped like rigid grippers (30–37), our soft 
self- contained gripper has adaptability and dual- mode grasping ca-
pabilities to grasp various objects. Unlike soft straight elongated grip-
pers (38–42), the U- shaped design of our gripper increases the UAV’s 
grasping modes and is more suitable for UAV grasping because it re-
solves the problems associated with random grasping and unsuccess-
ful grasping of regular objects placed on the ground. In addition, our 
gripper uses a liquid- gas phase transition mechanism, which elimi-
nates the need for bulky pumps and enables it to be deployed on 
UAVs that have limited load capacity. Our soft self- contained gripper 
with the compact, lightweight, and easily controlled structure is out-
standing for UAV grasping compared to existing grippers deployed 
on UAVs (15, 30, 32, 33), showcasing superior performance in load, 
weight, size, response time, adaptability, and position error.

Although our grippers have many valuable properties, there are 
still some limitations that need to be further improved. The boiling 
point temperature of the phase transition liquid limits the operating 
temperature range of the grippers, and the release speed of the grip-
per is slow. For example, the ambient high temperature will lead to 

Fig. 6. Practical applications. (A) the UAv can take down a set of keys from a tree limb. (B) Pictures of the UAv salvaging a branch suspended in the water. (C) the scene 
of two UAvs cooperating to move a large branch. (i and ii) One UAv can move in vertical and horizontal directions relative to another UAv or (iii) rotate around it.
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premature deformation of the grippers, and potential improvements 
include improving actuator insulation and adding an additional soft 
container to accelerate gripper release (some attempts can be seen in 
Materials and Methods “Gripper with an integrated soft container” 
section, and the release time of the gripper has been notably reduced 
by ~97%). The grippers’ bending curvature and grasping force out-
put can be increased by adding the strain- limiting layers on the 
thicker side of UCTAs. Independent retractable surface structures 
are provided to eliminate the influence of surface structures on grip-
pers adaptability, and the distribution density of the surface struc-
tures is raised to adapt to the target object with different surface 
roughness.

Our soft self- contained gripper provides an approach for UAV 
manipulation. Because the soft and elongated gripper allows friend-
ly human- machine interaction, our gripper can be used for efficient 
UAVs transportation by winding or hooking objects with manual 
assistance in challenging transportation terrains, such as steep 
mountain slopes. In addition, our UAV grasping solution can also 
be deployed in environmental protection, including gathering trash 
in the wild and removing garbage from rivers and lakes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials and fabrication of our gripper
The UCTA was manufactured first. The UCTA without surface 
structures was cast using molds (fig. S2A) that were 3D printed in 
polylactic acid (PLA) with a Bambu Lab X1C printer. First, coated all 
internal molds surfaces with a release agent (Ease Release 200 spray, 
Mann Release Technologies) to facilitate the removal of the cured 
silicone in the demolding step. Then mixed components A and B of 
5A silicone (PS6600, Shenzhen Yipin Trading, China) in equal pro-
portions, removed air bubbles from the mixture, and poured the 
mixture into the bottom of the mold. The bracket (stainless steel) 
was then placed into the mold to form the internal shape of the 
UCTA. Slowly placed the top part of the mold on top of the bottom 
one and continued to fill the molds with the mixture. After the sili-
cone had cured, removed the UCTA from the mold. Passed the resis-
tance heating wires (Cr20Ni80, 0.15 mm, Chuangkai Electronics, 
China) through the chamber of the UCTA and installed the injec-
tion pipe at both ends of the U shape. A silicone binder (Sil- Poxy, 
Smooth- on, USA) was used to seal both ends of the UCTA and the 
connection with the injection line. Last, injected the low–boiling 
point liquid (Novec 7000, 3 M, USA) into the UCTA. Therefore, the 
low–boiling point liquid could be reinjected after consumption.

The UCTA with surface structures was cast using molds (fig. S3) 
that were also 3D printed in PLA with a Bambu Lab X1C printer. To 
ensure that the surface structures were fixed on the thicker side of 
the UCTA, we set up limit structures in the mold for manufacturing 
UCTA. We made the UCTA by dividing it into two ends, then gluing 
these two pieces together, so that we could use shorter rods to form 
the cavity inside the UCTA. The shorter rod had better stiffness and 
avoided unevenness in actuator wall thickness due to rod bending. 
When the silicone was poured, a needle tube was first used to inject 
a higher- hardness (30A) silicone into a small hole in the mold base, 
and then 5A silicone was poured in, as in the manufacturing process 
of UCTA without surface structures.

Multiple UCTAs were made, and they were arranged cross- over 
and fixed on the support to form the UAV gripper, as shown in the 
fig. S4. The dimensions of the support are shown in fig. S13.

Comparison with straight elongated circular tube actuators
The gripper composed of straight elongated circular tube actuators 
(39) relies on the mutual entanglement between the ends of each 
actuator to grasp regular- shaped objects such as balls and cylinders. 
The chance of entanglement between the ends of the straight elon-
gated circular tube actuators is random. In addition, grasping will 
fail when regular- shaped objects are placed on the ground, because 
of the ends of the straight elongated circular tube actuators unable to 
form an entanglement with each other (fig. S14). The gripper com-
posed of U- shaped actuators can be considered that the ends of two 
straight elongated circular tube actuators are pre- entangled. As a 
result, our griper addresses the randomness of the grasping process 
and the difficulty in grasping regular- shaped objects that are placed 
on the ground.

Methods of quantitative comparison
We compare the size of grippers based on the volume of the space 
they occupy or enclose. The gripper size of the “Soft drone (32) is the 
volume of its four soft fingers Vsd = 4πr2

sd
lsd , where rsd and lsd are the 

radius and length of the soft fingers, respectively. The size of the 
closed- structure compliant gripper (33) is the volume of the space it 
encloses, denoted by the volume of the hemisphere as Vcg =

4

6
πr3

cg
 , 

where rcg is the radius of the gripper. The size of our gripper is 
also the volume of the space it encloses, denoted as the volume of 

the cylinder Vgripper =
πD2

gripper

4
hgripper , where Dgripper is the maximum 

outer diameter of the gripper consisting of UCTA and hgripper is 
the height of the gripper. There are no detailed data to calculate 
the size of stereotyped nature- inspired aerial grasper (SNAG) (15) 
and finger- palm synergistic energy dissipation mechanism (FPSED) 
(30), but they do not show a significant size advantage compared to 
our gripper. The calculation results and parameter values are shown 
in table S1.

The response time of the gripper refers to the time from the grip-
per receiving the relevant signal, such as collision or voltage, to the 
gripper grasping the object. The SNAG (15) and FPSED (30) have 
short response times of 50 and 30 ms, respectively, and our gripper 
can respond in as fast as 3 s.

To analyze the grippers’ tolerance to grasp position error, we 
introduce the center offset rate xc/ro, where ro is the radius of the 
object to be grasped and the center offset xc is the distance from the 
center of the object to the center of the gripper (fig. S15). The larg-
er the center offset rate allowed in the grasping process, the greater 
the grippers’ tolerance to grasping position error. The center offset 
rate of the rigid gripper SNAG (15), the flexible gripper FPSED 
(30), and the Soft drone gripper (32) is 0, because their allowable 
center offset is approximately 0. The center offset rate of the closed- 
structure compliant gripper (33) and our gripper with the same 
outside diameter Dgripper when grasping the same object are xc/ro and 
(xc + Δx)/ro, respectively (fig. S15). Our gripper has a greater tolerance 
for positional errors because our gripper allows the outside of the ob-
ject to exceed the outside diameter of the gripper when grasping.

In general, soft grippers have superior shape adaptability com-
pared to grippers based on rigid techniques (29). Our gripper is in-
spired by natural tendril entanglement grasping, making it more 
adaptable than the previous soft gripper used for UAVs. Experi-
ments on grasping objects of different sizes and shapes have demon-
strated our gripper’s excellent adaptability. As a result, our grippers 
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are more adaptable than other rigid (15, 30) or soft grippers (32, 33) 
used in UAVs.

Experiments
In the theoretical analysis experiments, the pressure change inside 
the UCTA was measured using a differential pressure meter (AS510, 
Xima, China). The curvature of the actuators was measured when 
counteracting gravity by floating the elastomer on a water bath. The 
resulting curvature was recorded and measured by fitting a circle to 
the actuator shape. In the deformation process experiments, tem-
perature changes in the UCTA were recorded using a thermal imager 
(A615, FLIR, America). The UAV used for the grasping experiment 
was the DJI F450 frame kit (F450, DJI, China). The UBEC (25A, 
HOBBYWING, China) was used to provide energy to the gripper 
after depressurizing the supply voltage.

Volume expansion model
The state equation (50) was used to calculate the volume expan-
sion ratio V/V0 of the UCTA shown in Fig. 2C. The quantity of 
low–boiling point liquid was loaded into the UCTA and heated, 
causing it to expand under pressure. Assuming the volume of sili-
cone remained constant during the expansion, the UCTA com-
pleted its expansion once the low–boiling point liquid was fully 
evaporated. The volume V of the UCTA was expressed as Eq. 6, 
where V0 is the volume of UCTA before expansion, and Vφ is the 
volume of UCTA’s hollow part. Vg is the volume generated by 
low–boiling point liquid phase transition, expressed by Eq. 9 us-
ing the state equation. The volume expansion ratio of the UCTA 
can be expressed as Eq. 10. Table S2 provides the definitions and 
values of parameters

Naturally curved rod model
We modeled the UCTA as a naturally curved rod with an intrinsic 
curvature that varied upon inflation (38). The energy ε of the rod 
was expressed as an integral of the strain energy and gravitational 
potential energy (52)

The dimensionless weight w0 could be expressed as w0 = 
w/EIκ3, where E is the Young’s modulus of the elastomer and 
w =

1

4
ρπ(D2 − d2)g means the weight per unit length. The dimen-

sionless length L0 = Lκ. The ratio between the twisting and bending 
modulus C = (1+v)−1 = 2

3
.

Simulation of deformation
Finite element simulations using ABAQUS were conducted to pre-
dict the deformation of the UCTA, guiding its design. In ABAQUS, 
the pressure resulting from the liquid- gas phase transformation of 
the low–boiling point liquid was applied as a load to the inner sur-
faces of the UCTA’s chamber. The uniaxial tensile tests were per-
formed using an Instron (345 C- 05) universal test machine at a 
speed of 100 mm/min to determine the material properties of the 
5A silicone. The specimen’s geometry and dimensions were pre-
pared according to method A of the ASTM D412 standard. Each 
sample underwent visual inspection using a light source directly on 
the sample to detect and eliminate any bubbles that might remain in 
the material (55). The uniaxial tensile curve of the silicone with dif-
ferent material hardness is shown in fig. S5. We used the test data to 
fit the hyperelastic material model in Abaqus. The hyperelastic in-
compressible Yeoh material model (56), in which the strain energy 
W = C10(I1 − 3) + C20(I1 − 3)2 + C30(I1 − 3)3, was applied to de-
scribe the nonlinear material behavior of 5A silicone. The obtained 
material coefficients were C10 = 0.05 MPa, C20 = 0.00055 MPa, and 
C30  =  0.00021 MPa. Finite element simulation results for UCTA 
with material hardness of 5A and 30A are shown in Fig. 2D.

Surface structures
The molds for manufacturing UCTA with surface structures are 
shown in fig. S3. During manufacturing, a mixture of 30A silicone 
was first injected into the small holes at the bottom of the mold us-
ing a syringe, followed by filling the molds with a mixture of 5A sili-
cone. The geometric dimensions of the surface structures are shown 
in fig. S16. The surface structures are designed at the maximum wall 
thickness hr of UCTA, and the base thickness hb of the surface struc-
tures is less than the wall thickness hr, resulting in the surface struc-
tures protruding when the internal pressure of UCTA rises. The 
properties of the surface structures are sensitive to the variation of 
the base thickness hb. If the base thickness hb is less than the wall 
thickness hf, the surface structures are easy to be damaged before 
UCTA is completely deformed, because the pressure required for 
the UCTA to fully deform is larger than the pressure of the protrud-
ing surface structures. If the base thickness hb is greater than the 
wall thickness hf, then the surface structures will not protrude dur-
ing UCTA deformation, because the pressure necessary for the sur-
face structures to protrude is higher than the pressure during UCTA 
deformation. Therefore, the base thickness hb is intended to be equal 
to the wall thickness hf, and the pressure required for the surface 
structure to protrude is the same as that required for UCTA defor-
mation, as shown by the white dashed line in fig. S16B. In summary, 
in the initial state, the surface structures are hidden in the UCTA 
and can protrude with the deformation of the UCTA when the in-
ternal pressure rises, but the surface structures are hidden again 
when the pressure recovers.

We explored the design parameters of surface structures. The ef-
fects of surface structures density on gripper performance are shown 
in fig.  S10. Dense surface structures can reduce UCTA’s ability to 

V = V0 + Vg − Vφ (6)

V0 =
πD2

4
L (7)
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πd2
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deform by twisting; thus, we chose a density of five surface structures 
per 50 mm to maximize the load capacity of UCTA. Figure S17A 
illustrates how the bulge base diameter Dss and the bulge diameter 
dss affect the grasping force. A large base diameter Dss equipped with 
a small bulge diameter dss will result in a low load capacity, as the 
bulges cannot be firmly embedded in the gaps of the target object. A 
small base diameter Dss combined with a large bulge diameter dss 
will cause the bulges to not fully protrude, reducing the UCTA’s load 
capacity. The influence of distribution form of surface structures on 
grasping force of gripper is shown in fig. S17B. When the base diam-
eter Dss is 4 mm, the bulge diameter dss is 2 mm, and the distribution 
form is (ii), the maximum load of UCTA is ~450 g.

Gripper with an integrated soft container
Additional soft containers (PE, Yuan Dongli, China) are integrated 
into the gripper design to enhance release speed (fig. S18). During 
the liquid heating phase, the gripper and the container would re-
main disconnected. Upon initiation of the release phase, the con-
nection between the gripper and this container would be established, 
allowing gas to flow into the container. This modification could fa-
cilitate a more rapid return of the gripper to its original, undeformed 
state, reducing the release time of the gripper by ~97%, from 
~200 to ~6 s.

Supplementary Materials
This PDF file includes:
Figs. S1 to S18
tables S1 and S2
legends for movies S1 to S10

Other Supplementary Material for this manuscript includes the following:
Movies S1 to S10
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